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}~TERIAL PROPERTIES OF STEEL
- L • TAL L
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This paper presents the salient features of Fritz
Laboratory Report No. 220A o 28 : Material Properties of Steel,
by Lambert Tall, June 1957"
I INTRODUCTION
This report is the summary of certain aspects of the work
on Project 220A 9 this phase of the project being concerned "'lith
the relationshop between material properties and the strength of
columns.
The main concern of this stUdy was the basic yield stress
level of the material from which steel columns would be fabric-
ated. The determination of the yield stress level, and associat-
ed properties such as residual stress, was undertaken to give a
better understanding of the behavior of mild structural steel as
defined under ASTH Designation A70 Further, this determination
w.ill enable a realistic meaning to be given to the factor of
safety used with steel design today, not only for the usual
elastic methods but also for the newer methods of plastic design o
Indeed, to use the latter method effectively, it would be a
retrogression to apply factors of safety to a pominal un~efined
value of the yield strength.
Generally, the results indicated that a far greater sample
of specimens will have to be tested before authoratative
conclusions may be drawn.
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II THE YIELD STRESS
At first glance, there are enough levels of yield stress
to satisfy even the most exacting connoisseur of definitions.
Not only are such dissimilar levels as proportional limit, upper
yield point, 10vIer yield point, etc., in use, but these levels
-themselves, may differ for the same steel if the speed of testing
of the coupon is varied.
This chapter considers the factors that have an influence
on the yield stress and shows how a prediction of the value is
possible from the mill reports.
Definition(a) This paper will define the yield strength as
the yield stress at the static level.
( Static yield stress, ~s 0)
This is the value for rr~ when the strain rate is zero, in other
\.vords, the 'flat' portion of the stress-strain curve when the
test is conducted at such a slow speed that the rate of strain-
ing may be regarded as zero. Use of the static level is perfect-
ly logical, since most structural loads can be considered as
primarily static.
The dynamic yield stress, rr~~, is defined as the yield
stress at a particular strain rate other than the zero strain
rate. (IDynamic' is used in contrast to 'static'.)
(b) Stub Column Tests.
A number of stub column tests were conducted so that an
evaluation could be made of the behavior of the full cross section
of WF shapes. The results provided an important basis for cor-
relation of the yield strength \.vith test coupon and mill test data.
Relevant data that may be obtained from the stress-strain
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curve of a stub column test are : E, Of' 0;:, ();rs as well as the
overall effect of the residual stresses on the cross section, as
witnessed by the 'knee' of the stress strain curve. Further, the
tangent modulus concept of column formulas is applicable to the
stress strain curve.
(d) Results.
Comparisons were made between the results of all the tests,
stub columns, coupons, mill reports, as well as data ob~ained in
other investigations.
The steel was supplied by both company tA' and company 'B',
for both tension and stub column tests.
I. ~~~, Static level of yield stress. (fig. I )
(a) Stub column tests.
Material 'A' (J<ts = 33.1 ksi mean value (20 specimens)
II , B' ():1-c; = 35.0 II " II (13 " )
Average 6":tS = 33.9 II II " (33 11 )
',' "
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(b) Simulated mill tests.
The weighted mean of the individual coupon tests, where
one coupon is cut from a flange, the other from the web
of a cross section.
Material 'A I <Y-a- s = 32.8 ksi mean value (22 specimens)
n , B' <YtS = 34 0 6 " " " (13 It )
Average cJ~s = 33.5 " " It (35 It )
2 0 ~c{, the 'mill reports' for yield strength.
The mill report for the yield, strength of steel is based
on a tension test on a coupon cut from the web of the
particular shape, carried out in the manufacturer's own
laboratory, as part of his control on production.
'Simulated' mill tests \vere conducted in Frit z " Lab o with
the speed of testing 'simulating~ that of the mill
laboratory.
(a) Mill tests.
l1aterial 'A' <Y~ = 42 0 8, ksi mean value (24 specimens)
(J'td.. = 41 0 5 It, 11 " (14 " )
(),</d- = 42.3 It " " (38 It )
Haterial ' B' mill tests gave ()'a-d = 44.1 ksi.
" , B I
Average
Note: 3000
(b) 'Simulated' mill tests.
Material 'A'
" 'B'
Average
O'~cl = 40 0 1 ksi mean value (24 specimens)
<Y~et. = 41.4 " " " (13 " )
<1'(td. = 40.6 tI " " (37 It )
3. Comparison of the mill test results with the <Y~~ •
For the prediction of <1'~s from mill test reports.
(fig 2)(JU.5/ ct.,
o ~trri/l
Material 'A' ratio 76% mean value (20 specimens)
(over.
=5
cont o
Material 'E' ratio 84 % mean. value (13 specimens)
Average
" - 79 % II " (33 Ii )
1
11
l"
/
4 0 Variation of yield strength with the strain rate o
The yield strength of steel is directly affected by the
rate of straining. Generally speaking? the faster the steel is
loaded~ the higher the yield point tends to become until the
limit? when the ultimate load is reached without yielding"
It is seen therefore, that the testing speed of a
coupon is of the utmost importance, as a particular type of
steel could have an infinite number of values for the yield
strength" Actually, this is exactly what does happen today~
Although the ASTM has tentative specifications limiting the
testing rate, it would appear that some investigators use
lower rates than others since discrepancies exist as high as
20 % in the measured value for yield strength o
Once the yield point has. been reached in a test and the
load and strain rate have stabilized, the indicated ratio of
dynamic to static y~eld points has a definite level which is
dependent on the testing speed. See figures 394 "
Tests have shown that the static yield level may be
determined without actually conducting the experiment in its
entirety at the zero strain rate. All that is required is that
the strain rate be decreased to zero in the plastic region
and that a few minutes be taken to allow the load to decrease
to the minimum.
,.,., ......
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III RESIDUAL STRESS and other material properties ..
1. Residual stresses.
Residual stresses are stresses that remain in a member after it
has been manufactured.. These, in the main~ are due to uneven
cooling of the member after hot rolling. Residual stresses are
also formed by various fabrication methods~ such as welding and
cold bending.
It has been shown in previous studies that an actual stub
column test gives a more accurate and far simpler means of ob-
taining the average ,stress strain curve than the lengthy calcul-
ations that are required ~nting from a measured residual stress
"':.. .
distribution. The importance of this average curve is that the
appare~t tangent modulus values obtained can be related to the
carrying capacity of the member and thereby column strengths can
be predicted o <Jrc is generally the largest inherent residual stress
and defines the proportional limit in a stub column testo
Residual stress from stub column tests o (o;.=<}s - 6 p , fig 5')
Material UAv 0:= 1305' ksi mean value (19 specimens)r-
tf UEn 0:= 14 0 6 " " n ( 7 " )r
Averag'e 0::= 1308 ." . Ii, .il,··· .·:{26· " )r . \ '" '
Young v s modulus, E. see figure 6.
Individual coupon values have been weighted according to
respective areas of flange and web, to give a combined value for
the cross section. To check this~ results were also obtained
from the full cross section by stub column tests.
(a) Weighted coupon results.
Material 'A' '3 Mean (2lspecimens)E 31 .. 2 x 10 ksi value
"
vEv E 31.1 'ld' " " " (11 " )X. i.·
Average E 31.2 x Id " " " (32 11 )
JI'
=, l
(b) Stub column results o
)
Haterial 'A i E -)"1 5 X 10'" ksi Mean yal:lle ( 19 specimens).)~o
iU U EO E 30 0 4 x lo'~ 11 n n ( '? n )
Average E 31 0 2 x ' 0'> Ii II H ( 26 II ).1...
30 The ultimate strength of" a tension COUPOl1o
(a) ({,It from 'w'eighted eoupons of 'simulated rr tests 0
Haterial 'Au 62 09 ks:i. Mean value (23 o ..CJ"./t; _h' speClmenS)
Ii UBO (j~It. _. 6r:: " n Ii H (12 Ii ).) o ...J
Average a' --_.. 6307 Ii Ii Ii (35 11 )
"It,
(b) a;,.tt from mill tests ('\1mb)
Material UAU ...or 66 0 3 H Ii II (24, n )""·,,tt ..~_.
II Ii BU o~(t 68 ? 11 it II ( "7 Ii )o- f
AveI"age ~{t -' 6'7 I+- ii Ii II (31 II )) I 0
(,::;:) Percentage reduction in area 9 vJ'ei.ghted (iou.pons,'simulated u
tests'o'
Material. UAij r)''.:( ':i % (21+ specimens)/....J 0 ,J
Ii °Bo 5'1'04- rft' CJ ' Ii )/0 oJ_ 4-
Average C~? 6 % ( 8 I! ),J- 0 .3
4 0 Typieal stress strain curve o
A typical stress strain curve for a WF stub colu.:mn test
has been prepared from the results obtained o See figure 70
IV CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS.
1 0 This series of tests indicates the following probable
values for the material properties of the full cross sectIon of
a WF shape o
O"":jS
<J,...c
<Jp
E
<tit
Percentage
reduction in
area.
33 ksi
13 ksi
20 ksi
31 x 10 ksi
64 ksi }
53 % coupon t~s fs
2 0 The yield stress should be defined by the Dstatio U yield
stress 9 because it is the easiest to obtain and also .i8 the stress
that corresponds best to normal structural loading conditions o
30 The mill tests should be conducted at some generally
accepted speed of testing to enable correlations to be made between
different manufacturers and testing machines o This speed could 9 for
convenience 9 be relatively fast and could be the maximum speed at
present allowed by ASTM A6=54T ( and A370=5~T)0 The mill report~
however 9 should indicate the speed of testing~
4 0 The effect of strain rate on the yield stress level has been
shown D For definite findings, however 9 substantial and exhaustive
tests on steel from different manufacturers should be conducted on
a. wide variety and type of testing machineD
50 This series of tests further indicated that the Ustatic U
level of yield stress for a WF shape is 80% ± 5% of the mill test
value on a tension coupon cut from the web of the section o Stand=
ardization to a definite testing rate may change this valueD
6 0 The yield stress and YoungUs Modulus for a given shape can
be estimated accurately from test results on coupons cut from
flange and web~ if the weighted a.verage according to respective
areas is usedo This is of use where only small capacity testing
machines are available o
70 The elimination of compression testing of coupons is warr-
anted l.n the case of rolled structural steel shapes 0 .Tens:i.on coup=
ons a.ccomplish the same purpose with greater ease o
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VI NOMENCLATURE
E ---Young 0 s modulus of elasticity
~ Stress
a Yield stress stress~.s Yield stress at zero ,s;train rate~ 0 static 9 yield
C)d Yield stress at a papticular strain rate other
than the zero strain rateg Udynamic 0 yielc' stress
up Proportional limit
vr Maximum residual stress determined from stub
column test
(f. ---- Residual stress at flange edges
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Figure 1
STUB COLUMN TEST RESULTS
The Static'I,;~ve1 Of Yield Stress 9 <Jy's
Histograms
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Figure 2
RATIOS OF STATIC YIELD STRESS TO MILL YIELD STRESS
Histograms
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STRESS-STRAIN CURVE FOR FLAT PLATE TENSION COUPON 1
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HISTOGRAMS OF THE MAXIMUM RES IDUAL STRESS
IN THE FLANGE OF STUB COLUMN
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